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Details of Visit:

Author: laro
Location 2: Flintshire, N. Wales
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Tue 19 May 2009 12:00
Duration of Visit: 30
Amount Paid: 60
Recommended: No

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: Savannah's
Phone: 01352715760

The Premises:

Easy to find, a bit exposed on the main road but not many people in the area. Clean inside two
rooms, well decorated and comfy beds.

The Lady:

Attractive blonde, great looking boobs (when in basque top!) nice bum and smile.

The Story:

Her pictures are the website of another place where she works as Simone they do her far too much
justice! Much water has passed under this particular bridge since they were taken, as that was not
so long ago, one can only assume the water was not that pure! My biggest regret is that I gave this
lady a second try, thinking perhaps I had caught her on a bad day. Let me assure you, every day is
a bad day with this lady.
The maid was busy so she met me at the door and was on the phone to another punter giving
details. Ok smile and she looked great, all boobs and bum very sexy. Unfortunately that was to be
the highlight of our time together. After a good 10 to 15 minute wait in the room she arrived looking
pissed off to say the least. Tried to start a chat but it was obvious that was not on the cards. Crap
massage with the odd tickle of the old fellow, poorly executed at best. Rubbed her saggy tits up and
down my back a few times while looking at the wall, how she managed not to make this sexy I
don?t know, but she did.
?turn over then? which I did, ?what do you want?? I asked for OWO and reverse oral. I was told
?15 EACH! Clearly the credit crunch has not hit this girl, as I was already in two minds about licking
what I suspected may not have been the sweetest tasting pussy I have ever sampled, the thought
of paying an extra 15 beer tokens to do so was not going to happen. The only reason I agreed to
OWO was I thought it was my only chance of getting the required hard-on and getting out.
Deep throat this was not, just the end in her mouth and a clear nervousness that I was about to
shoot at any time meant the lack of enthusiasm was barely hidden. When I felt hard enough for the
condom I suggested we move to sex. She climbed on top and I have to say I think she deliberately
tried to hurt me. She leaned on my chest so hard I had to concede and ask to change positions.
Now I?m a well built guy and she is quite slight so to exert so much pressure as to actually hurt
must be deliberate, if not subconscious.
Moved to doggy where I could have literally been shagging the pillow and got more response. Now I
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know I?m no sex God but two things strike me here, one I?m paying for this and expect a decent
service, second, it takes two to make it work. My last escort encounter resulted in the lady I was
with climaxing 4 times and me once in the hour, so I?m not that bad to shag? Obvious nothing was
going to happen this way either so I asked to be finished by hand. If possible this was worse than
the blow job, I watched the porn over her shoulder and thought hard about just doing it myself. The
only reason I didn?t in the end was bloody mindedness about at least getting something for my
money from her. Had a squeeze of her tits to add to the effect of the porn, they felt far worse than
they looked! And with all my concentration I squeezed out a few drops. She lessened her grip to
barely touching as I came so as not to get any on her hands, which made the how thing very
unsatisfying.
Dressed and did my best to be polite, she actually became a little chattier after and I can only
assume she hates what she does, in which case stop! This meeting did not actually take place a
Bagillt but the place of our meeting is on the restricted list. She did mention to me she worked at
Bagilt as Paris, I met her as Simone. This was the only positive to the encounter as I have been
thinking about going to see her there as she is being advertised as a fit young blonde and I would
have been sorely pissed off bumping into her again.
With the exception of being clipped once in Soho this is my worst punting experience ever.
Obviously won?t be seeing her again, my advice is avoid Tuesday and go see Jessica on
Wednesday. My concern now is after such a damming report is I bump into her again under another
name at one of my other regular haunts!
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